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SWSS Platform : a step forward to smart 

water supply networks  

SWSS goals 

Water supply systems (WSS) are large-scale systems that abstract, treat 

and transport water over vast geographical areas where a safe and 

efficient operation is crucial. As a result these systems may lead to 

significant environmental impacts due to the amount of energy 

consumed, GHG emissions and water leakages. However, in most cases, 

these WSS still suffer of high inefficiencies.  
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SWSS platform represents an effort in the mitigation of these 

inefficiencies by integrating different data sources and models 

to deliver useful tailored information to specific needs such as 

key performance indicators. Following these goals SWSS 

intends to contribute to change the panorama and push up 

the use of the system knowledge to improve efficiency, 

focusing in two main drivers: 

 The energy intensive consumption of WSS; 

 The water losses (Leakage).  

With these drivers in mind SWSS has the following main 

objectives: 

 Create an innovative management and decision 

support platform (SWSS), based on a software previously 

developed by HIDROMOD: AQUASAFE. AQUASAFE 

achieved technical satisfaction and was awarded by 

IWA (International Water Association) with the IWA Honor 

Award.  

 Use the knowledge generated by the proper use of real 

data mining and modelling techniques made possible by 

SWSS platform to contribute for the decrease of the 

energy consumption, GHC emissions and water leakage 

in the WSS; 
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http://www.aquasafeonline.net/en/principal.asp
http://www.hidromod.pt/en/principal.asp
http://www.aquasafeonline.net/en/det_noticia.asp?notid=11
http://www.aquasafeonline.net/en/det_noticia.asp?notid=11
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 Demonstrate SWSS on water supply systems under real working conditions, 

 Properly disseminate the project achievements among potential 

costumers. 

As a result SWSS intends to be a smart real-time modelling and data 

management system that combines new and existing knowledge into an 

innovative, disruptive and competitive tool (a virtual platform providing expert 

services to water utilities) leading to direct, indirect and durable water and 

energy savings, influencing positively the reliability and quality of the water 

networks. This unique innovative software platform provides hydraulic modelling, 

simulation, business intelligence, real-time diagnostics, graphics with geographic 

representation, extensive reporting and charting system aimed at the supervision 

of water networks. 

SWSS platform concepts 

Presently, it is a wide spread practice to control the network operation with 

sensors combined with non-remote routine monitoring procedures. The sensors 

are capable to deliver data in almost real time, but only for a few number of 

parameters. Instead, much more parameters can be determined with the non-

remote monitoring, but not in real time (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly). As a result, 

there is always a limited knowledge of what is happening in real time in the 

network and, consequently, when a threat is detected it is difficult to define the 

areas at risk. 

However, although it is not possible to monitor everything, everywhere, every 
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time, the potential of that knowledge of the status of some 

parameters in a small set of points in the network should not 

be overlooked.  

As a first approach, warnings for relevant threats can be 

based on that data. Simultaneously, the same data may also 

be used to validate network models, which many utilities have 

implemented or are implementing.  

Once validated, those models may also be running in real 

time. As result there will be available many “virtual” sensors all 

over the network, providing new and important sources of 

data and ultimately leading to the implementation of a cost-

effective warning system for failures and health risks. The 

sensors (real or virtual) are capable to deliver almost in real 

time the values of parameters such as free chlorine, water 

pressure, dissolved oxygen and turbidity. Sudden anomalous 

changes in any of these parameters may indicate a problem 

with the system and the need to take corrective measures. 

Indeed, the integration of data and network models, enable 

to search for cause-effect relationships and to define 

potentially affected areas in case of emergency.  

The example above makes clear the concept of SWSS, as it 

shows how, at a limited additional cost, a set of very common 

tools can be combined to define, when needed, the proper 

actions to reduce public health risks and hazards, as well as 

the liability of the water utility. 

Additional modeling tools can also be used to define 

procedures to operations in the network, such as the valves to 

operate in case of need to close a section, optimize the 

chlorination process in order to keep the appropriate free 

chlorine levels along the network, define areas for network 

purging actions, optimize energy consumption, etc. In any 

case, regardless of the scope of existing modeling tools in a 

specific utility, the information is vital and that’s where SWSS is 

aiming. 

As a productivity tool, SWSS meets user needs also in respect 

to automatic reporting capabilities and approaches to 

improve the communication with the public. 
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Bringing on together these capabilities and make them work in real operational 

environments is particularly challenging when it comes to design the interface 

with the people that, in real life, will be in charge and take the responsibility for 

the decisions. The experience shows that most of the water utilities already have 

a lot of data, based in state of the art data systems, and that most of the times 

that existing data is difficult to use even for most simple reporting purposes. For 

this reason, one of the prime objectives of SWSS is to respond to the needs of 

those in charge: timely access to useful information.  

SWSS Solution 

SWSS offers a solution to water utilities who lose money due to non-revenue 

water (NRW) and excess of energy use that could be avoided. SWSS represents 

the next generation of smart water grids with improved efficiency in the 

reduction of NRW and with added leakage prediction, providing a significant 

reduction in OPEX (Operational Expenditure) and CAPEX (Capital Expenditure) 

for stakeholders.  

SWSS is an intelligent platform providing geo-localized visualization of water 

network, including modelling tools, sensors data and pumps energy 

consumption. SWSS enable to increase efficiency in operations management by 

providing real-time information and its integration with forecast and diagnostics 

tools and, much relevant, contributing to boost the awareness of the utilities staff 

promoting a motivation for the improvement. The solution involves the creation/

adaptation of five main modules: 

Predictive - The goal of this module is to get the most suitable model to predict 
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the diary water consumption its hourly demand profile in 

the different consumption locations; 

Hydraulic simulation - The SWSS platform allows hydraulic 

modeling to be transformed from a planning tool to a 

decision making tool, integrated in day-to-day operations, 

providing operational forecasts of the system state, 

defining alerts, producing automating reports. SWSS will be 

fully integrated with well-known models in this area: EPANET 

and Bentley WaterGems; 

Leakage detection - Water loss reduction targets are a key 

part of water utilities measured performances, with severe 

financial penalties being incurred if targets are not met. 

One of the goals of the implementation of SWSS leakage 

module is to provide a systematic approach that identifies 

likely leakage hotspots so that detection crews can identify 

leaky mains more quickly in turn leading to quicker repairs. 

Assessment - This module aims to set up water and energy 

auditing schemes developed by IST for the assessment of 

energy efficiency and water losses in water supply systems. 

A comprehensive methodology, composed of a set of 

procedures, has been established for the calculation for 

the simultaneous calculation of water and energy audits, 

based on International Water Association (IWA) best 

practice used for assessing water losses in supply systems; 

Optimization – This module intends to contribute for energy 

optimization and assessment of existing energy efficiency 

opportunities. It will include demand forecast capabilities 

and a genetic algorithm for optimized pump scheduling 

and history analysis. 

Service-chain 

The proposed SWSS services are supported by an SWSS 

platform which benefits from the pre-existing “know-how” from 

AQUASAFE platform. This platform beyond the capability to link 

to almost any type of models or data sources enable the users 

to make operations with the existing data (to derive indicators 

for instance), easily ask for on demand scenarios for support 
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crisis management, visualize, extract and download the data and configure and 

issue alerts and user defined reports. 

SWSS platform manages all the required operations and information fluxes and 

follows a server client approach guaranteeing that the server component is as 

generic as possible and capable to accept links from the most diverse data 

sources and models. SWSS server allows storage and indexing of internally system 

generated data (models) or through external links (SCADA systems, FTP, Open 

DAP, Motu Web Service, etc.). Apart from this distributor role, it also allows 

scheduling of tasks such as models running, report creation, issuing alerts, etc. 

SWSS clients (desktop, web or mobile) represents the interface with the user and 

allows connection with the platform’s server to interpret and manage data and 

processes.  

This service-chain is modular and reliable and it assures the autonomous 

execution of the successive required tasks (checking for new data availability, 

importing and checking data quality, analyzing the data and producing 

required information, preparing files to run models, running the models, 

performing models validation, distributing forecasts, issuing alerts, etc.). Operator 

intervention is only required for assuring the quality of the daily service (high level 

data checking, services execution logs, delivered reports, etc.) and keep sure 

that all the users’ requirements and being properly met. Regular system audits 

(from daily to seasonal) are performed in order to adopt preventive or corrective 

measurements whenever necessary. Output interface is based on user-friendly 

Clients that can disseminate all the generated layers of information with 

cartographic, image manipulation and added-value functionalities. 
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A smart and sustainable management of pumping systems 

requires a sound understanding of how the pumps’ 

performance varies with the operational conditions. However, 

the pumps’ efficiency is often not known, particularly when 

operating in the turbine mode.  

TEST-HYDRO is an innovative test-rig for testing small power 

hydraulic turbomachines built in the Laboratory of Hydraulics 

and Environment at IST. The facility is equipped with a state-of-

the-art data acquisition system and measurement equipment 

for testing hydraulic turbomachines in both pumping and 

generating mode. Acquired data (i.e., discharge, pressure, 

water temperature, shaft torque and rotational speed, active 

electric power and reactive electric power) allows the full 

hydraulic, mechanical and electrical characterization of the 

tested turbomachine. The experimental facility development 

followed the international standard IEC 60193 

recommendations and the construction was partially funded 

by Life SWSS project. 

This is the only test rig in Portugal that allows the experimental 

characterization of the behaviour of different types and sizes 

(up to 15 kW) of hydraulic turbomachines. 

IST team expertise also includes field testing of water and 

wastewater pumps with state-of-the-art measurement and 

data acquisition equipment for in-situ efficiency assessment.   

Image/s 

TEST-HYDRO:  Tes t  r ig  for  micro hydropower  

tu rbomachines  
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The second Stakeholder Exchange Forum (SEF) was held on 15 March 2017 at 

Castelo Branco (EPAL’s Centre system region).  

Several stakeholders from different water related entities were invited and we 

had 20 participants. The SEF was held in the afternoon, after the LIFE SWSS 

workshop so that participants in the SEF could first have information about the 

project and its developments.  

The theme for the SEF was “Operational management of water supply systems” 

and the following topics were discussed: 

 The importance of modelling in supporting the operational management. 

 Barriers to the adoption of energy efficiency measures in water supply 

systems; 

 Assessment of water losses in adduction systems. 

Participants were divided in 3 tables, each one dedicated to one of the topics. 

After some time of discussions, the main conclusions were shared to all. 

The feedback we have received from the SEF were very positive. Having people 

from different institutions, with sometimes different visions of the problems, 

discussing the same topics resulted in very interesting inputs to the project. 
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The 2nd LIFE SWSS workshop was held in Castelo Branco on 15 

March 2017.  

The objective of this workshop was to present the project and 

its latest developments. 

The Portuguese Secretary of State for Energy, AdP’s President, 

EPAL’s President, and the Mayor of Castelo Branco honoured 

us with their presence in the opening session.  

Sónia Mexia (EPAL’s Centre) presented the advantages for the 

managing entities of having a system like the one being 

developed in the project. Nuno Maricato (Castelo Branco 

municipality water and sanitation services) presented the work 

being developed in the municipality to reduce leakages. Then 

several members of the project presented its latest 

developments. 

The workshop was attended by 105 participants from several 

entities interested in the water sector, e.g. water companies, 

water sector regulator, academia, consultants, and 

equipment providers.  

The feedback we received was very positive, participants 

showed great interest in the project developments.  

Next workshop is planned for Fall 2017in the Algarve. 

Image/s 

2nd L IFE  SWSS WORKSHOP  
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All LIFE projects are invited to participate in EU Green Week 2017, and in 

particular to attend the “Green Awards” ceremony for LIFE projects and the LIFE 

Information Day in Brussels during Green Week. 

The theme of Green Week this year is “Green Jobs for a Greener Future”. It will 

focus on how EU environmental policies are creating green jobs, and also 

highlight the demand for new types of green skills in many sectors (e.g. 

countryside, cities, fresh water, marine). 

LIFE projects can register to participate in Green Week programme sessions and 

the "Green Awards" ceremony via the Green Week website 

(www.eugreenweek.eu). 

The “Green Awards” ceremony is taking place in the evening of Tuesday 30 

May, and the LIFE Information Day on Wednesday 31 May. The “Green Awards” 

will reward the most outstanding closed LIFE projects since 1992. Registration 

must be completed to gain admission and for claiming costs. Ongoing projects 

may charge reasonable expenses (i.e. travel and accommodation costs) to their 

budgets for attending the “Green Awards” ceremony, for a maximum of two 

people per project. 

Moreover, we believe that the session on Tuesday 30 May showcasing good 

practices and examples of green job creation may be of interest to LIFE projects. 

In addition to events in Brussels, Green Week 2017 will feature a series of partner 

events taking place across Europe. Those wishing to hold such events to promote 

their LIFE projects can register them before 15 April 2017 on the Green Week 

website (www.eugreenweek.eu/partner-events). Partner events should be 

relevant to the theme of green jobs and could include workshops, guided 

tours or training events. 

EU Green Week  
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Beneficiaries 

Newsletter  #3 

Contacts 

www.life-swss.eu  

maestrela@isq.pt  
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2017 Water Events and Conferences  

7th Annual SWAN Conference 

https://www.swan-forum.com/swan-

2017/ 

London, UK May 9—10  

Pump Centre Conference  

http://www.esrtechnology.com/sites/

ThePumpCentre/Pages/default.aspx 

Telford, UK  May 11  

World Water Week  

http://www.worldwaterweek.org/ 

Stockholm, 

Sweden  
August 27 – Sept. 1  

CCWI 2017 

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/ccwi/2017 
Sheffield September 5-7 

RWM 2017 

https://www.rwmexhibition.com/  

Birmingham, 

UK 
September 12 - 14  

INCREaSE 2017 

http://www.increase2017.com/   

Faro 

Portugal 
October 11-13 

http://www.waterworld.com/content/ww/en/events/2017/05/7th-annual-swan-conference.html

